ANNOUNCEMENT

for final year clinical traineeship

Senior Medical Student Program at Weill Medical College of Cornell University in the USA

The University of Pécs Medical School calls for applications of final year general medicine students for an eight-week internship at Weill Medical College of Cornell University in New York (http://weill.cornell.edu/international/), which provides a traineeship opportunity for medical students who are in their 5th year at the time of application and are available in the fall semester (between October and December) of the 2019/2020 academic year.

The purpose of the Program is to facilitate students’ experience and knowledge in a cutting-edge environment of a US medical university. With this program the parties provide broad medical knowledge to young Hungarian physicians who are entering the Hungarian health care system.

Students may take the following electives listed at: https://learn.weill.cornell.edu/studentelectives/

Please note that these electives are subject to availability at the time of the rotation. The program costs have to be entirely sponsored by students participating in the English and German program of the Medical School. Students participating in the Hungarian program will be tuition waivers, additionally, their round trip air transportation will be prepaid.

Applicants are expected to cover the following expenses:

- a $300 non-refundable application and registration fee of $30
- elective fee of $2,500 for participation/month
- online language test fee of $30 (skype interview presumably in March!)
- round trip air transportation (cc. $300/140.000 HUF)
- health insurance (cc. $100)
- meals (cc. $600)
- housing (there is limited housing at the medical college, therefore students must make their own housing arrangements prior to arriving in New York City- cc. $800).

Requirements (should be submitted in 1 copy and electronically to nkb@aok.pte.hu):

- Application Form
- a copy of any official language certificates
- Statement of Intent
- Official Transcript with grades/marks*
- Curriculum Vitae (with photo, describing extracurricular and volunteering activities!!!)

* The weighted academic average and corrected credit index of your last 3 semesters will be sufficient from the Registrar’s Office
The following documents need to be submitted after applicant’s nomination by the University of Pécs Medical School/after approval of Weill Medical College of Cornell University

- Malpractice insurance policy
- Health Statement Form
- Health Insurance policy
- Registrar Verification Form
- Dean’s Letter & letter of recommendation

For more information regarding the content of the above documents, please consult http://weill.cornell.edu/international/for_int_stu/application.html?name1=Application&type1=2Active

Please note that there will be a skype interview in early March to test your command of English! Your expected language knowledge should be at least B2 level. Also, selected candidates are supposed to write a report the latest 15 days after their return to Hungary.

Attention!
We would like to inform all students that they should only apply if they are certain that they will be able to take part in the program in the event of a successful application. In the case of pending administration, we can accept resignations from students only in Vis Major cases.

The application must be complete and should be submitted in person (please put your documents into a plastic file folder not into an envelope) to the Faculty Erasmus Office coordinator, Mrs. Anett Tomózer. (Main building, 1st floor, Phone: 72/536-358) and also via email to: nkb@aok.pte.hu

Application deadline: 7th November 2019, 12:00

Interview date: 21th November (Thursday) 2019, 15.00
Venue: II. Dean’s Conference Room

We cannot accept those application files that are incomplete, do not comply with requirements, are handwritten or were handed in after the deadline!

For further information contact your local program coordinator in Pécs: Mrs. Anett Tomózer. (Main building, 1st floor, Phone: 72/536-358) and also via email to: nkb@aok.pte.hu

* The weighted academic average and corrected credit index of your last 3 semesters will be sufficient from the Registrar’s Office